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• Models of the Therapeutic Relationship

• Expanding SDM to Mental Health Contexts

• Persistent Obstacles to SDM and Recommendations
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PaternalismConsumerism

Shared Decision-Making



• Recognition of dual expertise of clinician and patient

• Bidirectional information exchange

• Arrival at mutually agreed on decision through 
collaboration

• Establishment of trusting and respectful therapeutic 
alliance
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“Patients should be given the necessary 
information and the opportunity to exercise 
the degree of control they choose over health 
care decisions that affect them. The health 
system should be able to accommodate 
difference in patient preferences and 
encourage shared decision making.”

Improving the Quality of Health Care for Mental and Substance-Use Conditions



Even for patients who have been involuntarily 
hospitalized, SDM is important to “decrease 
the informational and power imbalance 
between the practitioner and consumer”

Shared Decision-Making in Mental Health Care



2009 study: decision aids and planned conversations

 Improved therapeutic relationship

 Pts showed interest & 
understanding

 Pts felt more involved, knew 
more about treatment & diagnosis, 
felt more positive about Rx 

 Did not increase time spent

 Psychiatrists more satisfied with 
what was accomplished in 
hospitalization

 Increased psychoeducation and 
socio-therapeutic interventions 

(Rx decisions remained the same)

Hamann et al 2009



• SDM as “consistent with foundational tenets of the 
consumer-survivor movement”

• Necessary antidote to “iatrogenic wounds” of 
paternalism

• Push for increased trust of decisional abilities of 
patients with psychiatric conditions

Drake, Deegan & Rapp 2010



PaternalismConsumerism

Shared Decision-Making

Pt as consumer

“exercise degree of control they choose”

HCP as consultant

aim at “increased pt satisfaction and tx compliance”

doctor knows best



2009 study: SDM (?) for pts with schizophrenia

• 51% of psychiatrists claimed they implemented SDM

• 44% of psychiatrists still preferred paternalism

• 5% viewed their role as fulfilling whatever pt’s
preferences are

Hamann et al 2009



2009 study: SDM (?) for pts with schizophrenia

• When pts demonstrate disturbance of thought, depression, mania, 
shallow affect, poor insight  psychiatrists less inclined to invite 
them to participate

• Psychiatrists considered psychosocial decisions (e.g., housing and 
work conditions, discharge, psychoeducation) as prime topics for 
SDM

• Medical and legal decisions (hospitalization, Rx, diagnostic 
procedures, drug screens) considered unacceptable for SDM

Hamann et al 2009



• SDM  mainly attempted when implementing this model is 

relatively uncomplicated?

• Pts who already want to participate, do not dispute their 
diagnosis, do not reject given medical information, and do not 
have negative emotional symptoms are more likely to be invited 
to share in decisions.

• Internalized stigma and stereotypes can lead to decreased self-
esteem and self-trust  less inclined to initiate SDM themselves 
or disclose what matters most to them



• Improving clinical outcomes on pt’s own terms

• Working toward making pts feel safe, respected, and 
empowered as knowers and agents

• Prompts responsive attention to capacity status, 
emotional states, and values – inc. fluctuations
• Important for decision-making across episodes
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 Patients’ epistemic standing being 
doubted due to assessment of poor insight

 Conflicting recovery orientations



• If pt rejects diagnosis, refuses to accept psychiatric 
medication could provide benefit, or challenges 
biomedical interpretations, pt could be assessed to 

lack insight

• 2011 survey: poor insight as substantial barrier to HCPs 
attempting SDM
• “‘[poor] insight is not accepting that you even need to be 
in the office, meeting with the provider at that time, 
because you have nothing wrong with you, so why should 
you even be there?’”

Mahone et al 2011



• Concerns with insight determinations:
• can over-idealize self-knowledge
• can pressure mere agreement with the clinician

• no standardized clinical tools
• chart notes tend to be sparse, nondescript 
• high stakes for (in)voluntariness of hospitalization, 
guardianship and capacity evaluations, discharge 
decisions and instructions, depot rx decisions

e.g, Amador et al 1991; Markova & Berrios 1992; Dell’Osso et al 2002; Casher & Bess 2012; Cairns et al 2005



•More conceptual clarity
• Emphasis should not be on agreement with a particular 
clinician or using particular biomedical language

• Consider pt’s more focal epistemic community

• Standard clinical tools and detailed documentation

• Less overall weight in clinical judgment
• Should not justify paternalistic stance



•SDM requires HP and patient to agree on what 
therapeutic goals of care ought to be.

•Which aspects of the condition are harmful or distressing?

• What trade-offs are acceptable?

• What counts as “getting better”?



• Clinical Recovery

• Symptom remission, relatively independent functioning

• Fit “traditional concepts of remission in physical illness”

• Pt narrative used to secure adherence w/ medical 
recommendations

• Pt who refutes these goals appears not to desire/understand 
recovery 

Davidson, Lawless, & Leary 2005; Slade 2012



•Personal Recovery
• “deeply personal, unique process of changing one’s 
attitudes, values, feelings, goals, skills, and/or roles”

• Overcoming social obstacles, such as stigma

• Symptom alleviation neither necessary nor sufficient

• Emphasis on subjective perspective and personal 
meaning-making

Anthony 1994; Slade 2012



• Holistic recovery
• Complexities of psychiatric disabilities – CR and PR not nec. 
mutually exclusive

• Discuss aspects of disability that are more or less of value to 
person’s sense of self, way of life

• Focus on value discussion and trade-offs
• Not taking for granted that all symptoms are viewed the same
• Pt could lack capacity and still contribute

•SDM best achieved as process that spans across long, 
intensive, empathic relationship



• SDM should continue to be the ethical ideal for the 
therapeutic relationship in many cases.

• Certain obstacles make SDM almost impossible to 
achieve in mental health contexts, but those 
obstacles are not necessarily insuperable.
• “Poor insight” assessment
• Conflicting recovery orientations
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